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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a new and efficient methodology for 

clustering of html documents. The topic wise categorization 

of documents into different clusters makes searching easier 

and efficient. This technique can be utilized by search engines 

to provide relevant results to the user according to query and 

also utilized by online journal domains that are maintaining 

large set of documents. This paper suggests a good word 

matching and naming of automatic generated clusters , so, the 

time consume for finding the appropriate cluster for a 

document will be reduced. This paper shows the use of an 

efficient technique for finding the similarity between the 

documents and assigns them a proper cluster. The proper 

clustering of documents will be further utilized by 

multidocument summarization system, which produces a 

summary for the documents related to each other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
[10]As day to day numbers of websites are increasing at a 

tremendous rate. So a mechanism required so that retrieving 

of relevant documents against a search query by a search 

engine becomes faster and efficient. The paper suggested a 

new and efficient technique for proper clustering of web 

documents by keyword matching of the web documents, so 

that the indexing of the search results against a search query 

takes less time and also shows relevant results. By setting the 

title for a cluster helps in finding the proper cluster for a web 

document and also helps in finding the relevant results for a 

search query by matching the query terms with the title of the 

clusters. 

2. EXISTING CLUSTER TECHNIQUE 
k-Means Clustering Algorithm[11] 

(1) Choose k cluster centres to coincide with k points inside 

the hyper volume containing the pattern set. 

(2) Assign each pattern to the closest cluster center. 

(3) Recomputed the cluster centers using the current cluster 

memberships. 

(4) If a convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2.  

Typical convergence criteria are: no (or minimal) 

reassignment of patterns to new cluster centers, or minimal 

decrease in squared error. 

The clustering techniques can be categorized as:  

Agglomerative vs. divisive: 

This aspect relates to algorithmic structure and operation. An 

agglomerative approach begins with each pattern in a distinct 

(singleton) cluster, and successively merges clusters together 

until a stopping criterion is satisfied. A divisive method 

begins with all patterns in a single cluster and performs 

splitting until a stopping criterion is met. 

 

Figure 1 : The k-means algorithm is sensitive to the initial 

partition. 

2.1 Vector Space model: T 
[8]The standard way of quantifying the similarity between 

two documents d1 and d2 is to compute the cosine similarity 

of their vector representations  

= V(d1) and V(d2) 

COSINE SIMILARITY  

sim(d1, d2) =(V(d1) ·V(d2))/(|V (d1|)(|V (d2|) 

 where the numerator represents the dot product (also known 

as the inner product) of the vectors V(d1) and V (d2), while 

the denominator is the product of their Euclidean lengths. The 

Euclidean length d is defined to b e √ ∑M i=1 V2i(d)  

 

Figure 2 : Vector Space Model 
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2.2 Automatic Naming of Domain Specific 

Clusters for Efficient Searching 

 

Figure 3 : flowchart for finding the proper cluster of 

documents against a search query supplied by the user 

2.3 Algorithm for the Figure 
Fetch_Result( ) 

begin 

clusters[ ]  // array of generated clusters 

terms[ ] ← Parse(query); 

for each terms[i] in array terms[ ] 

     For each cluster[i] in array clusters[ ] 

        flag← Match(terms[i], title(clusters[i])) 

        if(flag) 

          begin 

             return docs(cluster[i]); 

          end 

        else 

           begin 

              flag1←1 

           end 

       end for 

          if(flag1) 

           begin 

              for each clusters[i] in clusters[ ] 

               flag2←Match(terms[i], 

cluster_keyword_file(clusters[i])) 

               if(flag2) 

                    begin 

                       return docs(clusters[i]); 

                    end 

                else 

                     begin 

                         flag3←1 

                     end 

               end for 

          if(flag3) 

begin 

no result 

end 

end for 

The work has been divided into two sections: html document 

processing and automatic generation of clusters and assign 

name for a cluster. In first section web documents which are 

in the form of html documents are parsed by removing tags 

from the html document and converting into a text file, then 

from this text file stop words, cue words and most frequently 

used words such as the, is are, they etc are removed. 

 

Figure 4: General Architecture for Html document 

processing 

The automatic generation of cluster is done with the help of 

maintaining cluster keyword file that contains the keywords 

presented in the documents of a cluster.  

The cluster keyword file maintains the keywords of the 

documents appearing in the cluster , for deciding the 

appropriate cluster for a new document. The similarity is 

measured between the keywords of the document and the 

terms of the cluster keyword file of each of the cluster and if 

the similarity measure is equal to or greater than a decided 

threshold value , the new web document is assigned to that 

particular cluster. 

 

Figure 5: Domain Specific keyword based automatic web 

document clustering 
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3. DUPLICITY REMOVAL 
Remove the duplicate terms from the cluster keyword file and 

also checks the existence of clusters when first document 

comes and if the no new cluster exists then create a new 

cluster and assign the document to the new cluster. 

 

Figure 6 : New Output 

3.1 Matcher 
Extracts the terms of the terms of the cluster keyword file one 

by one and send to the module “similarity measure” for 

similarity measuring between the documents. 

3.2 Similarity Measure 
If more than 40% of the terms of the new document matches 

with the terms of a specific cluster keyword file then the 

document assign to that particular cluster. 

3.3 Selecting the Title for a Cluster 
 The decision for assigning the title for a given cluster is 

suggested by calculating the frequency of the cluster keyword 

term in the documents of the cluster, the term which has the 

highest summation of frequency among the documents of the 

cluster is treated as the title of the cluster.  The summation of 

the frequency of the term of the cluster keyword file is 

calculated as – 

∑ j=0 m ∑ i=0 k TF-------- a 

Where m is the number of documents in a specific cluster and 

k is the number of cluster keyword terms.  

The fig. below shows the calculation of the summation of the 

frequency of the term of the cluster keyword file- 

Terms/ Doc id Doc 1 Doc 2 Doc 3 

Process 63 18 19 

Computing 16 4 0 

Wikipedia 11 0 1 

Encyclopedia 2 0 0 

Figure 6: frequency of the terms 

The table given above shows the terms occurring in the 

documents of a particular cluster, the term “process” has the 

highest summation of frequency in the different documents, 

so, the title for a given cluster is suggested as “process”. The 

title of the given cluster is saved in a file named “title”. The 

terms of the query is matched with the title of the cluster if it 

matches the documents of the cluster is send as the result of 

the search query.  

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Currently this technique is working on few domains specific; 

by parallel processing it can be implemented on many 

domains simultaneously.  It can be implemented on hierarchal 

based clustering, firstly main topic classification then sub 

topic classification. It can improve its efficiency. 
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